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Background 
 

Telecom operators test their networks in many different ways for many different reasons. 

When testing an Ethernet network it’s important to note what type of testing is required and where it’s required, this document 

aims to explain if testing VLAN Stacking is required in the Access network. 

 

In order to do this the document will also overview the technologies involved and the reasons why people test in different areas. 

Q-in-Q or VLAN Stacking are common terms used by today’s telecom operators which are the same thing.  For convenience 

we will reference it as “VLAN Stacking” for the rest of this document. 

 

First let’s quickly look at the difference between VLAN and VLAN stacking. 

 

VLAN 
Where does a VLAN come from? 
The IEEE standard 802.1Q which was first standardized in Dec 1998 and has since been revised and referenced many times.  

The full standard can be downloaded from the IEEE website at http://www.ieee.org and there are many websites which explain 

the standard in details including http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.1Q, for comprehensive and definitive details you 

should always reference the standard itself. 

 

What is a VLAN? 
A VLAN is a Virtual Local Area Network which allows the network LAN to be broken 

down into more logical networks simplifying management of the network and allowing 

configuration and traffic priority across the network.  It also has the effect of increasing 

security, reducing broadcast traffic and better management of areas such as traffic flow. 

 

VLAN Stacking 
Where does VLAN Stacking come from? 
VLAN Stacking comes from the IEEE Standard 802.1.ad which was first standardized in Dec 2005.  The full standard can be 

downloaded from the IEEE website at http://www.ieee.org and there are also many other websites that offer an overview such 

as http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QinQ.  Once again the definitive reference point should be the standard itself.  This standard is 

very closely related to the VLAN standard as it is all about placing one VLAN inside another (or on top of).  This is why the 

name VLAN Stacking is often used and because the VLAN standard ends in the letter “q” it is often called Q-in-Q. 

 
What is VLAN Stacking? 
VLAN allows the user to better manage his network and prioritize this traffic 

though the network but for the service provider or telecom operator this 

meant multiple connections from one customer.  The telecom operator is 

normally interested in having a single connection for each user.  VLAN 

Stacking allows all traffic from a single user to transfer the telecom network 

combined in one logical group.  

 
Figure 1.  LAN with 3 VLAN’s inside. 

 
Figure 2.  LAN with 2 Staked VLAN’s each with 2 

VLAN’s inside. 

http://www.ieee.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.1Q
http://www.ieee.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QinQ
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The VLAN Stacking allows the telecom operator to place all traffic from a single customer (which could be multiple VLAN’s) 

into a single VLAN simplifying management across his network. 

Next, let’s look at the differences in the Ethernet network.  How a network is divided and where VLAN Stacking is in the 

network. 

 

How is an Ethernet Network divided? 
Many telecom operators divide their network in different ways thus the below should be considered a broad guideline or 

reference only.  Some common terms used in dividing the networks are as follows, 

- Access Network, 

o From the customer premises to the Telecom network. 

- Metro Network, 

o The network confined to a region only (City, Suburb, Campus etc). 

- Core Network, 

o The backbone of the telecom operator’s network connecting all major areas. 

- Point of Demarcation, 

o Where the network changes from telecom operator control to customer control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the left is an example of a telecom operator’s network and  

below are examples of where the network is commonly divided, 

- Customer Network, 

o From the left side to the Customers Router, 

- Access Network, 

o From the Customer Router to the Edge Router, 

 The Customers Router may be managed by the telecom 

 operator if so it’s often called a “Managed Service”. 

The difference between the two above areas is often referred as the “Point of Demarcation”. 

- Metro and Core Network, 

o From the Edge Router into the cloud. 

Where is there VLAN Stacking on the network and why? 
Often customers are working with the telecom operators to reduce the cost of running their network.  One way some telecom 

operators are assisting their customers with this is offering different levels of service at different price plans.  For example, 

- Higher priority traffic, 

o Higher cost. 

- Non guarantee or lower priority traffic, 

o Lower cost. 

Figure 3.  Example basic network. 
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Commonly the telecom operator will offers this by having the customer place different 

network traffic on different VLAN’s, this can be completed in a number of different 

ways some examples would be, 

- DSCP/TOS Bit’s 

o Part of the standard Ethernet frame which is normally set by the end 

device application, 

- TCP/UDP port numbers (layer 4 of the Ethernet frame), 

o Also normally set by the end device application for example VoIP or 

Video Over IP would be carried on set port numbers. 

When the different traffic is placed on the different VLAN ID’s it’s also possible to 

assign each VLAN ID a different priority from “0” to “7”.  The combination of the 

different VLAN ID and Priority settings allows the Telecom operator to differentiate 

the service offered to their customers.  In this way a single customer could have 

multiple traffic streams connecting two offices, each stream carrying different traffic 

with different priorities.  It’s also possible to have VLAN’s going to all many offices and others just to a few.  The telecom 

operator then combines these streams into one Stacked VLAN allowing simplified management of the single customer. 

- In a managed network the telecom operator will normally place switchers or routers in the customer network to 

complete this. 

Due to this the customer network is normally running on standard Ethernet while the Access network it would be on multiple 

VLAN’s.  In the Access network although the traffic is on multiple VLANs they are not stacked, each of these VLAN’s is in 

an independent stream which is often called “Multiple Streams”.  When the traffic reaches the Edge Router the Telecom 

operator would normally place these Multiple Streams (which each have their own independent VLAN’s ID’s) into a single 

VLAN.  At this point the traffic becomes a Stacked VLAN as the traffic inside the telecom operators  

VLAN has different VLAN’s (Stacked VLAN) within it, each with different types of customer  

traffic within it. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Summary 
Most networks are not stacked until they enter the Telecom operator’s internal  

network.  Due to this, when commissioning, maintaining or fault finding a network,  

it is only required to test the network up to the same conditions the network will be utilized. 

Therefore here are some key points to remember: 

- When purchasing test equipment to test a network from the Customer LAN you would  

normally only require to configure your test equipment with Multiple Steams of traffic, allowing the ability to adjust 

the DSCP, TOS and or TCP, UDP port numbers of the Ethernet frame. 

- In the Access Network it would normally be required to configure the above as well the VLAN ID and VLAN Priority 

settings.   

- In both the above cases VLAN Stacking is not normally required. 

- Testing of the Access or Customer network is normally completed during commissioning and fault finding to 

provision network ability from the customer’s perspective. 

- Testing is different when the traffic reaches the core network compared to the Access Network.  This is because the 

telecom operator doesn’t normally look at the core network with reference to a single customer but rather overall 

network stability. 

 
Figure 4.  Example network of one 

company with two VLAN’s. 

Figure 5.  Example network with Stacked VLAN and VLAN’s. 
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Anritsu Field Optical Solutions 

CMA 3000 All-in-one-field tester  

CMA 3000 is Anritsu’s next-generation portable, compact and user-friendly field tester. It’s 

designed specifically for field technicians who install and maintain mobile-access and fixed-

access networks, transmission networks and switching. Powerful testing of framed/unframed 

2 Mbps and easy-to-install options: Ethernet interface (10/100/1000 Mbps) with add-on 

options for Stacked VLAN, MPLS, IP channel statistics, VoIP testing: SDH interface 

including STM-1 to STM-16, E3, E4 interface: ATM layer measurements: V-Series 

interfaces: FR testing: SS7, Abis and ISDN protocol analysis and ISDN PRI call emulation. 

 

MT909020A Network Master Optical Channel Analyzer 

The MU909020A provides an overview of the power levels and wavelengths of all 18 

CWDM channels at a glance, with easy comparison to pass and fail indicators.  This 

dedicated tool for installation, commissioning and troubleshooting of CWDM networks with 

fast and accurate overview of all CWDM channels including channel drifts over time. 

 

 

MT909011A Network Master Drop Cable Fault Locator 

The MT9090A represents a new era in drop cable and premise testing.  Its ease of use, high-

resolution and small size makes this the perfect product for “last mile” and short distance 

testing.  Purpose-built solution for short fiber applications such as FTTx drop cables and LAN 

networks while still maintaining high resolution and extremely short deadzones. 
 

CMA5000a Multi-Layer Network Test Platform 

CMA5000  transmission  test  modules  can  support  field  installers and maintenance 

engineers who require a single tool for data network testing form n x 64 BER and physical 

interfaces of 1.5 Mbit/s  to  10 Gbps  for  SDH/SONET.   OTN networks on both 2.66 Gbps 

and 10.7 Gbps are also supported.  Ethernet interfaces from 10 Mbit/s to 10 Gbps (LAN-PHY 

and WAN-PHY) allowing full data network testing abilities.  
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